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strains of seed, etc., but it is none the less important that he give
some time and thought to a size of business whereby the man,
horse and equipment time may be used to best advantage.

RELATION OF LAND VALUE TO LABOR INCOME
The practice in this locality (and we believe over the state

as a whole) of cultivating lands that are very low in value due
to the lack of fertility and a desirable location, is such that we
have made a grouping to show the relation of land values to
labor income. Table 8 shows this relation and indicates that
about 40 percent of the farmers are farming lands that are
either too poor in fertility or so remote from market that the
farmer's chance of making a good labor income is very small.
Such lands on the whole valued at less than $20 per acre should
not be cultivated but put to some other use, probably growing
timber.

There were some farms that made fair incomes on low priced
land but they were so few that we would not be justified in
saying that such lands afford a fair possibility of making satis-
factory incomes. These poorer lands are usually brought into
cultivation during periods of agricultural prosperity.

Many of the farmers in the two lower groups would certainly
be better off renting good farms even if they disposed of their
farms at a sacrifice.

Some farms are located so desirably from a social viewpoint
that a premium is placed on them which causes their market
value to be so high it is difficult for the farmer to make them
pay as well as other farms not so well located from the social
viewpoint but as well located for profitable farming.

It is not our purpose to in any way throw a damper on de-
sirable location, from the social viewpoint, but we would like to
point out that prices may go up out of all proportion to intrinsic
values from the standpoint of the farm as a business. Taxes
and labor are often higher on farms desirably located from the
social viewpoint than on farms as well located from the stand-

TABLE 8.-RELATION OF LAND VALUE TO LABOR INCOME.

Value of Value of
Land value bldg. per No. of land per Labor

acre farms acre income
0-$11 .............. 7 23 7 163
$12-$22 1 ............................. 8 26 18 173
$23-$39 .................... 15 24 28 1,484
$40-$59 ..... ....... 17 26 49 1,698
$60 and over ....... .......... I.. 20 21 84 422


